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Abstract 7 

In the treatment of industrial tailings, fine clay minerals are generally flocculated using 8 

polymer flocculants. Interestingly, applications of multiple types of polymers together were 9 

reported to enhance the flocculation, although the underlying mechanism was still unclear. In 10 

this work, a series of molecular dynamics simulations were performed to investigate the 11 

synergetic adsorption of two types of polymers on the basal surface of montmorillonite (Mt) in 12 

aqueous environment. Cationic chitosan molecules were first introduced, followed by the 13 

addition of either neutral polyacrylamide (PAM) or anionic Magnafloc (MF). A monolayer 14 

coating of chitosan was observed to form quickly on the Mt surface. The coating was stable and 15 

facilitated the subsequent adsorption of PAM or MF which by themselves did not show effective 16 

adsorption. Adsorption of PAM and MF showed different configurations. PAM could adsorb 17 

either directly on Mt or on chitosan, in the form of clusters or individual molecules. On the other 18 

hand, MF only adsorbed on chitosan, forming a two-layer structure above the Mt surface. 19 

Adding chitosan simultaneously with PAM or MF, instead of sequentially, did not change the 20 

characteristics of the adsorption. The synergetic adsorption of polymers was attributed to the 21 

interplay of electrostatic attraction between Mt and chitosan, hydrogen bonding between chitosan 22 
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and PAM, as well as electrostatic attraction between chitosan and MF. Together, the simulation 23 

results allowed us to provide a mechanistic explanation for the experimentally observed 24 

synergetic flocculation enabled by adding multiple polymers. 25 

 26 
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  28 

1. Introduction  29 

Removing fine particles and recycling water from industrial wastewater especially tailings 30 

have become an urgent need in the past decades (Wang et al., 2014). After the coarse fraction of 31 

tailings segregated, a gel-like dispersion could form with very slow rate of consolidation 32 

(Bakhshi et al., 1975), which made the removal of fine particles very difficult. As a result, the 33 

tailings required long-term storage structures causing huge wasteland (Watson et al., 2010). The 34 

slow dewatering of industrial tailings, continuous exploitation of natural resources, and growing 35 

industrial manufacturing led to global shortage of clean water and lands (Moreno and Neretnieks, 36 

2006; Watson et al., 2010). Consequently, environmental impacts brought by the fine particles 37 

have been gaining more attention in recent years (Moreno and Neretnieks, 2006; Kaniki and 38 

Tumba, 2019).  39 

The fine particles in mineral tailings are mainly clay minerals such as kaolinite, illite, and 40 

montmorillonite (Mt) (Omotoso and Mikula, 2004; Wang et al., 2014; Gorakhki and Bareither, 41 

2015). It was found that basal surfaces of the clay minerals often carried permanent negative 42 

charges, while the protonation of hydroxyl groups made the charge on the edge surfaces pH-43 

dependent (Bourg et al., 2007; Zeitler et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2020). The negative charges were 44 

reported to be balanced by interlayer exchangeable cations, e.g., Na
+
, K

+
, Ca

2+ 
(Theng, 2012). 45 
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Distributions of counter-ions and co-ions around the solid surface lead to the formation of the 46 

diffuse electric double layer (EDL) (Israelachvili, 2011) which contributes to the stability of fine 47 

clay minerals. 48 

To reduce the stability of these mineral tailings, many chemical treatments were introduced 49 

towards solid-liquid separation via flocculation (Long et al., 2006; Alamgir et al., 2012; Robert 50 

et al., 2012; Nasim et al., 2018; Shaikh et al., 2018; Kang et al., 2019). Natural or synthetic 51 

polymers and inorganic salts are considered as major types of flocculants. Many natural 52 

polymers such as chitosan were shown to flocculate fine particles by adsorbing on the solid 53 

surface through electrostatic attraction (Yang et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2016; Molatlhegi and Alagha, 54 

2017). For example, Lu et al. (2016) reported that the zeta potential of particles in the 55 

supernatants of mature fine tailings (MFT, concentrated dispersion of fine clay minerals 56 

generated from water-based mining of oil sands) gradually increased from -38.6 mV to +30.2 57 

mV when treated with increasing dosage of chitosan. Before reaching an optimum dosage (zeta 58 

potential = 0 mV), as more chitosan was added, more particles were flocculated and settled 59 

downwards, represented by the increasing initial settling rate (ISR) and decreasing turbidity of 60 

the supernatant. On the other hand, hydrogen bonding (H-bonding) was also demonstrated to 61 

facilitate the adsorption of polymers, such as neutral polyacrylamide (PAM) (Ji et al., 2013) as 62 

well as its anionic derivatives Magnafloc (MF) (Ji et al., 2013), Zetag (Wang et al., 2016) and 63 

poly (N-isopropyl acrylamide) (Zhang et al., 2017). These polymers have been extensively used 64 

for solid-water separation since they are effective, inexpensive and have low toxicity. For 65 

instance, Li et al. (2005) observed an increase in ISR when tailing samples were treated by 66 

anionic HPAM (hydrolyzed PAM). It was proposed that H-bonding between the hydroxyl groups 67 
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of HPAM and clay mineral surfaces could induce bridging interactions between the clay mineral 68 

particles, thus enhancing the phase separation.  69 

Interestingly, instead of using a single type of polymers as flocculant, recent experimental 70 

studies reported enhanced flocculation performance when two types of polymers were applied. 71 

For example, in the work of Lu et al. (2016) the ISR reached as high as 10.26 m/h (meters per 72 

hour) when the MFT were treated by MF at its optimum dosage, but the clarity of the supernatant 73 

had no improvement compared with the untreated one. On the other hand, chitosan could render 74 

a high clarity of the release supernatant, with turbidity of 15 NTU (nephelometric turbidity unit, 75 

an indication of the relative clarity of water), but the highest ISR was only 1 m/h. Both high ISR 76 

(7.7 m/h) and clear supernatant (turbidity of 71 NTU) were achieved by treating the MFT first by 77 

MF and then by chitosan. Similar phenomena were also reported by other researchers (Zhang et 78 

al., 2017).    79 

Despite the observations from experiments, very limited theoretical work has been conducted 80 

to investigate the mechanisms behind the solid-liquid separation, and as such there were 81 

discrepancies between explanations proposed for the same observations (Theng, 2012). While 82 

the adsorption of a single type of polymers onto clay mineral layers was examined by theoretical 83 

simulations (Cygan et al., 2009; Cheng et al., 2015; Wei et al., 2017; Azevedo Rios Silva et al., 84 

2018; Ren et al., 2020), there has been no theoretical studies on the possible synergy between 85 

multiple types of polymer flocculants in the vicinity of clay mineral surfaces. The effects of 86 

polymer charges, adding sequence, and how the synergy is tied to the flocculation capability are 87 

among the most interesting but unaddressed questions in the field. 88 

To fill this gap, in the present work a series of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were 89 

performed to reveal the synergetic behaviors of two types of polymer flocculants when they were 90 
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added to the vicinity of a clay mineral surface. The clay mineral was represented by Mt with 91 

negative charges. Three polymers were simulated: chitosan (cationic), PAM (neutral) and MF 92 

1011 (anionic). Chitosan was added with either PAM or MF 1011 to study potential synergetic 93 

effects. For comparison, simulations were also conducted on systems containing a single type of 94 

polymers. As well, the effect of adding sequence was addressed by adding the two types of 95 

polymers in different manners: simultaneously and sequentially. 96 

2. Simulation methods 97 

2.1 Molecular models 98 

Mt belongs to the 2:1 mineral class, with a central sheet of octahedrally coordinated Al atoms, 99 

sandwiched between two sheets consisting of SiO4 tetrahedra (Viani et al., 2002). The unit cell of 100 

Mt used in this work was based on the structure available in the American Mineralogist Crystal 101 

Structure Database (Downs and Hall-Wallace, 2003), and their atomic coordinates were derived 102 

by Viani et al. (2002). The unit cell parameters were a = 5.18 Å, b = 8.95 Å, c = 15 Å, and α = β 103 

= γ = 90°, where a, b and c were lattice constants in the three directions respectively, and α, β 104 

and γ were the angles between the lattice sides. Hydrogen atoms were manually added to oxygen 105 

atoms in the octahedral sheet. A neutral 2×2×1 supercell was then built by closely stacking the 106 

unit cells. Three Al atoms in octahedral sheet were isomorphically substituted by Mg, resulting 107 

in a negative layer charge, as the tetrahedral sheets were less favorable to be substituted than the 108 

octahedral sheet. The negative layer charge was neutralized by sodium ions in the system, 109 

yielding a unit cell formula of Na0.75Si8(Al3.25Mg0.75)O20(OH)4. The Na-Mt supercell was 110 

subsequently expanded to a 16×10×1 supercell (Figure 1a) to accommodate the polymers.  111 

Chitosan, PAM, and MF 1011 were all modeled based on compounds in the PubChem 112 

database (Kim et al., 2019). A 10-mer chitosan (C60H112N10O41, MW 1638 g/mol, Figure 1b) was 113 
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built and all amino groups were protonated. The protonation ratio represented the condition of 114 

pH = 8; such a pH was typical in the treatment of process water as a result of adding alkaline 115 

reagents such as sodium hydroxide (Allen, 2008). Previous experimental works (Wang et al., 116 

2006; Fernandes et al., 2012) also adopted the same pH value. MF 1011 was a sodium salt of 117 

hydrolyzed PAM (Lu et al., 2016). MF ionomers with 9 units (C27H44N6O12, MW 641 g/mol, 118 

Figure 1c) was simulated with a charge density of 33%. A neutral 10-mer PAM (C30H52N10O10, 119 

MW 712 g/mol, Figure 1d) was used, corresponding to the same pH condition (Fraenkel and 120 

Franconi, 1960; Grant et al., 2010).  121 

2.2 Systems simulated  122 

A total of nine systems (see Table 1) were simulated to study the adsorption of polymers on 123 

the surface of Mt. System Mt-H2O, with neutralizing sodium ions but without any polymers, was 124 

first simulated to allow water and ions to equilibrate around the basal surface of Mt. Three 125 

systems, namely Mt-CT, Mt-PAM, and Mt-MF, were simulated next to probe the adsorption of 126 

single types of polymers on Mt. These simulations also allowed for comparison with systems 127 

that involve two types of polymers. In each of these three systems, twelve molecules of chitosan, 128 

PAM or MF were introduced into the equilibrated aqueous solution above the Mt, forming a 129 

3×2×2 array as shown in Figure 1a. The number of sodium ions was adjusted accordingly in each 130 

system to maintain charge neutrality.  131 

The following two simulations, Mt-(CT-PAM) and Mt-(CT-MF), were performed where 132 

chitosan and PAM (in system Mt-(CT-PAM)) or chitosan and MF (in system Mt-(CT-MF)) were 133 

added simultaneously above the clay mineral surface. The polymers were also added in the form 134 

of a 3×2×2 array as shown in Figure 1a, with one type of polymers forming the 3×1×2 array on 135 

the left and the other on the right. Lastly, to study the effect of adding sequence, twelve MF 136 
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molecules were placed above the Mt previously coated by chitosan, which resulted from the Mt-137 

CT simulation. This formed the initial configuration for system (Mt-CT)-MF. System (Mt-CT)-138 

PAM was constructed in the same manner, with MF replaced by PAM. One additional system, 139 

(Mt-PAM)-CT, was simulated by using the configuration of system Mt-PAM at 100 ns and 140 

adding twelve chitosan molecules, in the form of a 3×2×2 array, above the Mt surface pre-coated 141 

by PAM.  142 

2.3 Simulation details 143 

The force field parameters for Mt were adopted from the CLAYFF force field (Cygan et al., 144 

2004; Pouvreau et al., 2017). CLAYFF was designed for clay mineral models and has a good 145 

compatibility with organic force fields. The partial charges of all the atoms remained the same as 146 

in CLAYFF, however the potentials for van der Waals were converted into forms compatible 147 

with GROMOS96 53A6 (Oostenbrink et al., 2004). Validation of the force field parameters is 148 

given in Supporting Information (SI, Section S1). Force field parameters for chitosan, PAM and 149 

MF were first obtained from the GlycoBioChem PRODRG server (Schüttelkopf and Van Aalten, 150 

2004) by submitting the initial atomic coordinates and invoking the GROMOS96 force field 151 

parameter set 53A6. The partial atomic charges were then manually adjusted based on the 152 

density functional theory (DFT) calculation from Gaussian 16 (Frisch et al., 2016). More details 153 

about the calculation of partial atomic charges of the three types of polymers are given in the SI 154 

(Section S2).  155 

All MD simulations were carried out using GROMACS (Berendsen et al., 1995; Pronk et al., 156 

2013; Abraham et al., 2015) with periodic boundary conditions applied in all directions. As such, 157 

the polymers were essentially located between two basal surfaces of Mt. Water and sodium ions 158 

were first introduced and equilibrated for 2.5 ns in NPT ensemble. Then, polymers were solvated 159 
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into the equilibrated Mt-H2O system with the number of sodium ions adjusted accordingly. Each 160 

system was subjected to a geometrical optimization followed by NPT equilibration. Due to the 161 

different nature and strength of interactions between the polymers and Mt, different systems 162 

required different time to reach equilibrium (see Table 1, more details in SI Section S3).    163 

The temperature was controlled at 300 K by Nose-Hoover thermostat (Nosé, 1984; Hoover, 164 

1985), and pressure was controlled at 1 bar by Parrinello–Rahman barostat (Parrinello and 165 

Rahman, 1981). Leap-frog algorithm (Hockney et al., 1974) was used for the integration of 166 

equations of motion, with a time step of 1 fs. The bonds within all molecules were constrained 167 

by LINC algorithm (Hess et al., 1997) except those in H2O which were constrained by SETTLE 168 

(Miyamoto and Kollman, 1992). Long-range electrostatic interactions were handled by particle 169 

mesh Ewald (PME) method (Darden et al., 1993).        170 

3. Results and discussion 171 

3.1 Adsorption of a single type of polymers 172 

The final configurations of systems Mt-CT, Mt-PAM, and Mt-MF are displayed in Figure 2. 173 

In Figure 2a, the adsorbed chitosan molecules formed a stable monolayer coating on each Mt 174 

surface. In Figure 2b, only the chitosan molecules adsorbed on the upper surface are shown, 175 

which adhered to the surface in a dispersed manner. Detailed examination of the adsorption sites 176 

revealed a close correlation with the locations of the isomorphic substitutions (see more details in 177 

SI, section S3). Interestingly, Willemsen et al., 2019 reported the anticorrelation between the 178 

adsorption sites of phthalate esters with locations of isomorphic substitutions, which was caused 179 

by the hydrophobic nature of phthalate esters and the resulting preference of adhering to 180 

uncharged patches. Different from chitosan, PAM molecules as shown in Figure 2c and Figure 181 
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2d tended to form clusters among themselves. All the MF molecules remained dispersed in bulk 182 

water without adsorbing to the clay mineral surfaces, as shown in Figure 2e and Figure 2f.   183 

 184 

 185 

The vertical distances (D), as a function of time, between the center of geometry (COG) of 186 

Mt and the COG of one representative polymer molecules in each of the three systems are shown 187 

in Figure 3. The results for the other polymer molecules in each system are shown in SI (Section 188 

S3), which shared similar characteristics. All chitosan molecules moved towards Mt quickly, 189 

with a fast decay in D in the first 2 ns, and then stayed on the surfaces without detaching again. 190 

The adsorption of chitosan was driven by the strong electrostatic attraction between the 191 

positively charged chitosan and the negatively charged Mt. Meanwhile, the electrostatic 192 

repulsion among the chitosan molecules caused them to adsorb separately on the surface and 193 

form a monolayer coating. Consistent with the snapshots shown in Figures 2e and 2f, MF 194 

molecules were dispersed in the bulk without adsorption, and the value of D was above 2 nm for 195 

most of the simulation time. The electrostatic repulsions between the negatively charged MF and 196 

Mt as well as among MF molecules kept them apart from approaching each other. The 197 

adsorption of PAM molecules was much slower and weaker, as D was below 1 nm at ~10 ns for 198 

the first time and increased again. Throughout the simulation, D underwent large fluctuations, 199 

corresponding to frequent exchange between adsorbed and desorbed states. Such unstable 200 

adsorption was driven by the H-bonds between amides of PAM and bridging O in the basal 201 

surfaces of Mt. In addition, PAM could adsorb on Mt in the form of either a single molecule or 202 

an aggregate. More details on determining the aggregation state of PAM molecules are given in 203 

SI (Section S3). For example, the representative PAM molecule shown in Figures 3 was 204 
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adsorbed as a single molecule (square symbols) at around 10 ns, 25 ns, and 60 ns, whereas 205 

between 90 ns and 105 ns it was adsorbed as a molecule in an aggregate (“×” symbols).     206 

Quantitative analysis on H-bonding provided further assessment on the characteristics of 207 

PAM adsorption. The total numbers of H-bonds between PAM and Mt (  ) was calculated and 208 

then normalized with respect to the number of donor/acceptor pairs available (  , more details in 209 

SI, section S4). This ratio,        , represented the percentage of available donor/acceptor 210 

pairs that actually contributed to H-bonding. The same calculation was done for the H-bonding 211 

between PAM molecules, and both results are shown in Figure 4. In the first 8 ns, p between 212 

PAM and Mt remained zero while the number among PAM molecules quickly increased, 213 

corresponding to the clustering of PAM molecules in the bulk solution. The value of p among 214 

PAM molecules fluctuated steadily between 7% and 16% for the rest of the simulation time, 215 

indicating the stability of the formed aggregates. Meanwhile, participating percentage of 216 

donor/acceptor pairs between PAM and Mt remained less then 2%, and frequently reduced to 217 

zero, suggesting reversible adsorption/desorption of the PAM molecules. The increases of p 218 

between PAM and Mt from 50 to 80 ns, and from 90 to 110 ns, were caused by PAM adsorption 219 

in either individual or aggregated forms, and examples are shown in the snapshots in Figure 4.   220 

3.2 Adsorption of simultaneously added polymers 221 

The configurations of systems Mt-(CT-PAM) and Mt-(CT-MF) at different time are shown in 222 

Figure 5. Consider first system Mt-(CT-PAM) in Figure 5a-d. At t = 3 ns (Figure 5b), all the 223 

chitosan molecules became adsorbed on Mt while the PAM molecules were still in the bulk. 224 

Because chitosan molecules were initially placed on the right side of the simulation box, the 225 

adsorption occurred on the right side as well. That is, the chitosan molecules found the shortest 226 

path to form contact with Mt. As the simulation continued, the chitosan molecules started 227 
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spreading over the entire Mt surface, forming a thin monolayer similar to what was seen in 228 

Figure 2a. Meanwhile, several PAM molecules started adhering to the adsorbed chitosan while 229 

some of them also adsorbed directly on Mt surrounded by chitosan molecules, as illustrated in 230 

Figure 5c. At the end of the simulation (Figure 5d), all the polymers were adsorbed, and the 231 

PAM molecules conformed much better to the surface than in Figure 2b where a bulky PAM 232 

cluster adhered to the surface with significant exposure to the solvent. Clearly, the presence of 233 

chitosan greatly enhanced the adsorption of PAM.   234 

The behaviors in system Mt-(CT-MF) as depicted in Figure 5e-h were similar to those in 235 

system Mt-(CT-PAM): the process also began by attachment and subsequent spreading of 236 

chitosan, followed by the adsorption of MF via chitosan, and all the polymer molecules were 237 

adsorbed at the end. The enhancement of MF adsorption was significant, considering that in 238 

Figure 2c all MF molecules were dispersed in the bulk with no adsorption at all. Compared with 239 

system Mt-(CT-PAM), there were a few differences in system Mt-(CT-MF). First of all, in the 240 

initial stage of the simulation some chitosan could be “captured” by the negatively charged MF 241 

in the bulk (see Figure 5f at t = 3 ns) and their adsorption to Mt was delayed (not until t = 30 ns 242 

in Figure 5g where the clustered chitosan and MF adsorbed together). On the contrary, for 243 

system Mt-(CT-PAM), there was little interaction between the positively charged chitosan and 244 

neutral PAM before surface adsorption of chitosan. Secondly, while PAM molecules could 245 

adsorb on Mt via two modes (directly and indirectly through chitosan bridges), all MF adsorption 246 

occurred via binding with chitosan.  247 

The different modes of adsorption could be further confirmed by the vertical distances (D) 248 

between the COG of polymer molecules and COG of Mt, as plotted in Figure 6, against 249 

simulation time. Results are only shown for one chitosan (labeled as CT_1), two PAM molecules 250 
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(labeled as PAM_1, PAM_2) in Mt-(CT-PAM), and one MF molecule (labeled as MF_1) in Mt-251 

(CT-MF), while the rest are given in the SI (Section S3). Chitosan in both systems displayed the 252 

same trend as CT_1: D reduced to about 0.5 nm after 2 ns and remained constant, corresponding 253 

to fast, direct and stable adsorption. All MF in Mt-(CT-MF) also exhibited the same mode of 254 

adsorption, as D reduced to 1.5 nm at ~25 ns in Figure 6 and was stable afterwards. This larger 255 

steady-state value of D, compared to chitosan (0.5 nm), suggests that MF adsorbed on top of the 256 

chitosan monolayer and could not move closer to Mt. The fast movement and stable coating of 257 

chitosan on Mt were due to the strong electrostatic attraction between positively charged 258 

chitosan and negatively charged Mt. Such attraction also existed between chitosan and negative 259 

MF, while MF and Mt were mutually repulsive. These interactions determined the mode of 260 

adsorption in Mt-(CT-MF), where chitosan molecules were sandwiched between Mt and MF 261 

serving as bridges.  262 

PAM in system Mt-(CT-PAM) displayed two modes of adsorption. The first was represented 263 

by PAM_1, for which D maintained a value of ~0.5 nm after 25 ns, representing a stable 264 

adsorption directly on the surface of Mt. Contrary to PAM_1, PAM_2 displayed a more dynamic 265 

motion. At ~20 ns, it approached Mt with D staying at ~1.5 nm for about 10 ns. During this time, 266 

PAM_2 adsorbed to Mt via a chitosan bridge, similar to MF molecules in Mt-(CT-MF). 267 

Afterwards D increased rapidly corresponding to departure of PAM_2 from Mt. It adhered to Mt 268 

again after 45 ns with D fluctuating between 0.5 nm and 1.5 nm. Such fluctuation represented the 269 

switch between the two adsorption modes: directly on Mt and adsorption via chitosan. 270 

Overall charge neutral PAM molecules interacted with chitosan via the formation of H-bonds 271 

between the hydroxyl groups of chitosan and amides of PAM. The ability of PAM to form H-272 

bonds with chitosan as well as with Mt led to both direct adsorption and indirect adsorption via 273 
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chitosan bridges. Similar to Figure 4, the percentages of available donor/acceptor pairs that 274 

contributed to H-bonding, p, were calculated for system Mt-(CT-PAM) and shown in Figure 7. 275 

From 0 to 10 ns, p value was highest among PAM molecules, slightly above zero between 276 

chitosan and PAM, and zero between PAM and Mt. Therefore, similar to system Mt-PAM, 277 

during the initial stage clustering of PAM was favored and no immediate adsorption onto Mt was 278 

observed. Meanwhile, PAM started interaction with the adsorbed chitosan layer. From 10 to 25 279 

ns, p among PAM molecules reduced to one half of the original value while p between PAM and 280 

chitosan increased. H-bonds between PAM and Mt also began to form. The results suggested 281 

conversion of some PAM-PAM H-bonds to PAM-chitosan and PAM-Mt H-bonds. PAM 282 

aggregates previously formed in the bulk broke into smaller ones to facilitate the adsorption. 283 

From 25 to 80 ns, the value of p among PAM first increased and then decreased, indicating the 284 

reversibility of PAM aggregation. The value of p between PAM and chitosan fluctuated at a 285 

lower level than the curve between PAM and Mt which increased significantly, suggesting that 286 

direct adsorption was more favorable compared to indirect adsorption via chitosan bridges.  287 

Comparing the data in the last 20 ns of Figure 4 and Figure 7, there was a 50% reduction in 288 

the p value among PAM molecules, from ~12% in Figure 4 to ~6% in Figure 7. Meanwhile, 289 

there was a 20-fold increase in p between PAM and Mt, from ~0.2% in Figure 4 to ~4% in 290 

Figure 7. Chitosan not only served as bridges for the indirect adsorption of PAM, but also 291 

suppressed the aggregation of PAM molecules and greatly promoted the direct adsorption of 292 

PAM on Mt. As PAM molecules were brought closer to Mt via the chitosan bridges, their short-293 

ranged attractions with Mt were enabled, which drove them to continue moving towards Mt until 294 

direct H-bonding was established.  295 
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3.3 Adsorption of sequentially added polymers 296 

The configurations of systems (Mt-CT)-PAM and (Mt-PAM)-CT at different time are shown 297 

in Figure 8. Consider system (Mt-CT)-PAM as shown in Figure 8a-d, the adsorption showed no 298 

difference compared with system Mt-(CT-PAM) shown in Figure 5a-d. Since chitosan moved 299 

much faster towards Mt than PAM, adding chitosan first or adding them simultaneously did not 300 

affect the adsorption. Similar observations were found for system (Mt-CT)-MF (more details in 301 

SI Section S3).   302 

What is more interesting is system (Mt-PAM)-CT where chitosan molecules were added to 303 

Mt-PAM with an adsorbed PAM cluster on Mt. Even though in this case PAM adsorption had 304 

already occurred before the introduction of chitosan, the stronger long-range electrostatic 305 

attraction between chitosan and Mt still drove the formation of a chitosan monolayer on Mt at the 306 

end of the simulation (Figure 8h), which was similar to systems (Mt-CT)-PAM and Mt-(CT-307 

PAM). During this process, however, the PAM aggregate was never “released” from the surface 308 

into the bulk. Instead, chitosan maintained their interactions with PAM while forming intimate 309 

contact with Mt (see Figure 8f and 8g). Consequently, the PAM aggregate was anchored to the 310 

vicinity of the Mt, gradually allowed chitosan to insert between PAM and Mt, and finally 311 

adsorbed on the formed chitosan monolayer. PAM initially adsorbed as individual molecules 312 

(Figure 8e) remained adsorbed directly, and were not disrupted by chitosan.  313 

3.4 Implications  314 

As discussed in Section 3.1, chitosan molecules adsorbed quickly and formed a monolayer 315 

coating on Mt. Though the two clay mineral surfaces could not be brought together by chitosan 316 

due to the application of periodic boundary conditions, the ability of chitosan to bridge two bare 317 

clay mineral surfaces were proved in other contexts such as fabrication of nanocomposites 318 
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(Razmimanesh et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). In industrial tailings, a clay mineral particle 319 

coated by chitosan could have neutral or even reversed zeta potential (Lu et al., 2016; Zvulunov 320 

et al., 2019). As such, it could attract another bare clay mineral surface, flocculating them 321 

together. However, if both particles were coated by chitosan and possessed positive surface 322 

charges, the electrostatic repulsion between them would hinder their aggregation and limit the 323 

growth of flocs, as illustrated in Figure 9a. As a result, it can be hypothesized that the flocs will 324 

settle slowly due to their small size. Since the adsorption of chitosan is highly stable, clay 325 

mineral particles captured in the flocs are less likely to be released back to the supernatant, 326 

resulting in high clarity. This result is consistent with the experimental observation that the ISR 327 

of chitosan or other cationic polymers treated wastewater/tailings showed a low ISR but high 328 

clarity of supernatant (Lu et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017).  329 

PAM molecules by themselves could adsorb on Mt, but the adsorption tended to be in the 330 

form of an aggregate and was not stable. It could then be inferred that in macroscopic systems, 331 

PAM alone might induce multi-layer adsorption with reversible desorption. Two clay mineral 332 

particles with adsorbed PAM can further aggregate since the neutral PAM does not introduce 333 

repulsion between them while allowing for H-bonding among the adsorbed PAM molecules. 334 

This interaction mechanism can lead to large flocs that settle quickly in clay mineral dispersion, 335 

consistent with experimental observation (Wang et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2017). On the other 336 

hand, the unstable adsorption can allow a large amount of clay minerals to be released back to 337 

the bulk solution, as illustrated in Figure 9b. Consequently, the clarity of clay mineral dispersion 338 

is expected to be low, which was observed by various experiments (Liu et al., 2016; Lu et al., 339 

2016).  340 
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In experiments, when two types of flocculants were added simultaneously, the floc size 341 

displayed a two-stage growth (Wang et al., 2016) which was consistent with the two-step 342 

adsorption as shown in the system Mt-(CT-PAM). Regardless of the adding sequence, our 343 

simulations showed that the cationic polymers formed the most intimate adsorption on the clay 344 

mineral followed by the neutral polymers. The cationic coating stabilized the adsorption of 345 

neutral flocculants, while the outer layer of neutral polymers promoted the local attractive forces 346 

such as H-bonding, bridging them together to form larger aggregates, as illustrated in Figure 9c. 347 

Compared with the application of a single type of flocculants, such synergetic effect is expected 348 

to not only increase the ISR by forming larger clay mineral aggregates but also enhance the 349 

clarity of the supernatant by reducing the number of bare clay mineral particles in it. The result is 350 

consistent with previous reports where the addition of two types of polymers showed both high 351 

ISR and clarity (Lu et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017). The synergetic effect was also present when 352 

a cationic and an anionic flocculants were added, as our simulations showed a similar two-stage 353 

adsorption process for chitosan and MF. The bonding strength between chitosan and MF was in 354 

fact larger than that between chitosan and PAM. Although if two particles both possessed an 355 

outer MF layer they would repel, in macroscopic systems it is possible to have multi-layer 356 

adsorption in the form of CT-MF-CT, CT-MF-CT-MF, etc., which would allow particles with 357 

opposite apparent surface charges to aggregate. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 358 

theoretical work that investigated the adsorption of polymer flocculants from molecular level and 359 

accounted for the different flocculation behaviors. The results provided molecular evidence that 360 

applying polymers with different charge properties would promote the flocculation and the 361 

applying sequences had limited influence. Our findings may also be of value to other 362 
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applications, such as capture and storage of organic resources, as well as the design of clay 363 

polymer nanocomposite. 364 

3.5 Limitations 365 

In the present work, the basal surface of Mt was chosen as a representative clay mineral 366 

surface, while actual clay particles also contain edge surfaces and interlayers. When it comes to 367 

polymer flocculation, the likelihood of adsorption of polymer flocculants in the interlayers is 368 

expected to be low. This is because the interlayer spacing is on the order of nanometers (Suter et 369 

al., 2011), which is difficult to accommodate polymer flocculants whose molecular mass is 370 

usually in the range of 10
6
-10

7
 g/mol (Alamgir et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2015). The relative 371 

importance of basal and edge surfaces is an interesting but complex problem. For example, 372 

characterization results from XRD and SAXS showed preferential interactions of polymers with 373 

basal surface (Li et al., 2019; Willemsen et al., 2019), with edge surface (Song and Sandí, 2001), 374 

or comparable affinities to both surfaces (Ngnie et al., 2018). The distinct results were likely 375 

caused by the different charges and terminating groups on the basal and edge surfaces, different 376 

polymer properties, as well as different solution chemistries (e.g. pH, ions). Since the focus of 377 

this study was to investigate the synergy of polymer adsorption arising from interactions such as 378 

electrostatics and hydrogen bonding, the use of a single-layer basal surface served the purpose. 379 

The mechanism discovered in this work should also be applicable to an edge surface if its 380 

interactions with the polymer flocculants were governed by the same types of intermolecular 381 

forces, although confirmation of this hypothesis would require addition investigations. 382 

In addition to Mt, other types of clay minerals also exist in industrial tailings (Theng, 2012), 383 

for example, kaolinite and illite. Kaolinite is a 1:1 type planar phyllosilicate with one tetrahedral 384 

siloxane sheet and one octahedral alumina sheet (Zeitler et al., 2017). Under the same pH (= 8) 385 
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condition as considered in this work, it tends to have a neutral basal surface as atom substitutions 386 

are less likely to happen. However, its edge surface can carry negative charges as the physically 387 

bonded water would get deprotonated under the pH of 8 (Zeitler et al., 2017). Thus, adsorption of 388 

cationic chitosan on kaolinite is expected to occur but mostly on the edge surface. PAM and MF 389 

may display more adsorption on kaolinite than on Mt because of the exposed hydroxyl groups on 390 

the alumina basal and edge surfaces of kaolinite, which promote hydrogen bonding. The 391 

synergetic effect demonstrated in this work is expected to be present for kaolinite, since all three 392 

types of polymers are expected to adsorb on it and the interactions driving adsorption are similar. 393 

Illite is a dioctahedral mica-like mineral (Theng, 2012) which has similar molecular structure 394 

with Mt. Its basal surface carries permanent negative charges due to atom substitutions while the 395 

charges on the edge surface are pH dependent. Therefore, the synergetic polymer adsorption 396 

observed for Mt is expected to be similar for illite. Slight difference might come from the fact 397 

that atom substitution in Mt usually occurs only in the octahedral sheet while it can occur in both 398 

tetrahedral and octahedral sheets in illite (Theng, 2012; Hao et al., 2018). Because of this, the 399 

charge density on the basal surface of illite can be higher which may lead to enhanced adsorption 400 

of cationic chitosan.  401 

Due to the size limitation in MD simulations, it was not possible to reproduce the bulk 402 

concentration of polymer molecules in experiments. In fact, typical bulk concentrations used in 403 

experiments (Lu et al., 2016; Nittala et al., 2019) would correspond to at most one polymer 404 

molecule in the simulation cell, which would not have allowed us to investigate the interactions 405 

among the polymer molecules, a key aspect of this work. On the other hand, because this work 406 

focused on polymer adsorption, the higher concentration used mimicked the fact that the 407 

concentration of the polymers near the clay surface should be much higher than that in the bulk 408 
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solution. Different loadings of polymers can affect polymer adsorption. As some of the 409 

experimental works suggested (Lu et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017), there could be an optimal 410 

dosage of polymers for which the extent of flocculation was maximized. The mechanism behind 411 

the observations is unclear and is a very interesting question to address in the future. 412 

Furthermore, the ions included in the simulation systems were monovalent (Na
+
). Multiple 413 

types of ions can exist in waste-water, such as Na
+
, Ca

2+
, Mg

2+
, Cl

-
, HCO3

-
,
 
SO4

2-
,
 
NH4

+
 (Allen, 414 

2008). There was evidence that divalent ions, such as Ca
2+

, could form more stable bridges 415 

between clay mineral and anionic polymers which enhanced their adsorption (Li et al., 2005). In 416 

fact, in our simulations MF by themselves did not exhibit any adsorption, which appeared 417 

contradictory to earlier experimental studies where MF and other anionic polymers showed 418 

flocculating abilities. The presence of divalent ions in the experiments (Li et al., 2005; Lu et al., 419 

2016) could be a reason for the discrepancy; another contributing factor could be the hydroxyl 420 

groups on the edge surfaces of Mt and basal/edge surfaces of kaolinite (Bish, 1993) in the 421 

experiments. It is worth mentioning that some ions could also compete with polymers in the 422 

adsorption and even formed surface complexes on Mt (Bourg and Sposito, 2011) that hindered 423 

polymer adsorption. Effect of different ions are being investigated and will be reported elsewhere. 424 

Finally, the sizes of clay mineral particles (~1 μm) and polymers (molar mass 10
6~7 

g/mol) in 425 

practical settling (Wang et al., 2014) are much larger than the molecular models studied here. As 426 

with any molecular simulations, the length and time scales of our simulations are limited by the 427 

state-of-the-art computing capabilities. On the other hand, the atomistic simulations revealed the 428 

intermolecular interactions that give rise to synergetic adsorption, which could not be obtained 429 

with lab-scale resolution. The good agreement found here between mechanistic insights from 430 
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simulations and synergetic flocculation observed in experiments supports the complementarity of 431 

the two approaches, which have great potential for other advanced studies in clay science. 432 

4. Conclusion 433 

Molecular dynamics simulations revealed different characteristics for the adsorptions of 434 

cationic (chitosan), neutral (PAM), and anionic (MF) polymers on the negatively charged basal 435 

surface of montmorillonite. When a single type of polymers was added, chitosan showed fast and 436 

stable monolayer adsorption, driven by electrostatic attraction; PAM displayed weak adsorption 437 

driven by hydrogen bonding, mainly in an aggregated form; and MF showed no adsorption. 438 

When chitosan was added to PAM or MF, their adsorption was significantly enhanced. Chitosan 439 

not only served as bridges between PAM (or MF) and montmorillonite, but also promoted direct 440 

adsorption of PAM on montmorillonite. The findings correlated well with the synergetic effect 441 

observed in flocculation experiments, and have direct implications on the selection of flocculants 442 

as well as the design of flocculation procedure. 443 
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Table 1. Details of Simulated Systems 

system name polymers number of Na+ simulated time 

Mt-H2O 0 120 2.5 ns 

Mt-CT chitosan (3×2×2) 0 7 ns 

Mt-PAM PAM (3×2×2) 120 110 ns 

Mt-MF MF (3×2×2) 156 50 ns 

Mt-(CT-PAM) chitosan (3×1×2) + PAM (3×1×2) 60 80 ns 

Mt-(CT-MF) chitosan (3×1×2) + MF (3×1×2) 78 80 ns 

(Mt-CT)-MF Mt-CT + MF (3×2×2) 0 → 36 80 ns 

(Mt-CT)-PAM Mt-CT + PAM (3×2×2) 0 → 0 80 ns 

(Mt-PAM)-CT Mt-PAM + chitosan (3×2×2) 120 → 0 80 ns 
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Figure 1. Initial configuration of system Mt-PAM (a), chitosan (b), MF 1011
(c), and PAM (d). In (a), the Mt supercell is represented by ball and stick.
PAM is in licorice representation. Water as solvent is in line representation.
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Figure 2. Snapshots of the final configuration of systems Mt-CT (a, b), Mt-
PAM (c, d), and Mt-MF (e, f). Side view (a, c, e) and top view (b, d, f) are
shown for each system. In top view, the alumina octahedron in Mt is not
displayed, and water as well as ions are removed for clarity.
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Figure 3. Vertical distances (D) between COG of Mt and COG of one
representative chitosan molecule in system Mt-CT, one representative MF
molecule in Mt-MF, and one representative PAM molecule in Mt-PAM,
plotted against simulation time. For the representative PAM molecule in
Mt-PAM, the “×” symbol corresponds to it being aggregated with other
PAM molecules while the square symbol corresponds to it being in an un-
aggregated state.
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Figure 4. Vertical distances (D) between COG of Mt and COG of one
representative chitosan molecule in system Mt-CT, one representative MF
molecule in Mt-MF, and one representative PAM molecule in Mt-PAM,
plotted against simulation time. For the representative PAM molecule in
Mt-PAM, the “×” symbol corresponds to it being aggregated with other
PAM molecules while the square symbol corresponds to it being in an un-
aggregated state.
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Figure 5. Snapshots of system Mt-(CT-PAM) at t = (a) 0 ns, (b) 3 ns, (c)
31 ns and (d) 80 ns; and of system Mt-(CT-MF) at t = (e) 0 ns, (f) 10 ns,
(g) 40 ns and (h) 80 ns. At t = 0 ns, chitosan molecules are on the right
while PAM and MF molecules are on the left. Water is removed for clarity.
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Figure 6. Vertical distances (D) between COG of Mt and COG of represen-
tative polymer molecules, plotted against simulation time.
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Figure 7. Percentage of available donor/acceptor pairs that contributed to
H-bonding, among PAM molecules, between PAM and chitosan, and between
PAM and Mt in system Mt-(CT-PAM).
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Figure 8. Snapshots of system (Mt-CT)-PAM at t = (a) 0 ns, (b) 3 ns, (c)
20 ns, and (d) 80 ns; and of system (Mt-PAM)-CT at t = (e) 0 ns, (f) 0.2 ns,
(g) 0.6 ns, and (h) 80 ns. The 3 × 2 × 2 arrays of molecules above Mt in (a)
and (e) correspond to PAM and chitosan, respectively. Water is removed for
clarity.
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Figure 9. Proposed mechanism for the macroscopic flocculation of Mt by the
addition of chitosan (a), PAM (b), chitosan and PAM (c). Plates represent
the clay mineral particles; chitosan and PAM are represented by strings.
Refer to Figure 1 for detailed molecular structures.
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